
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL DEZEMBER 

,,Bei uns ist immer etwas los!" 

DEUTSCHE FEIERTAGE, FESTE, UND MESSEN 

DER ERSTE TAG WINTERS/ FIRST DAY OF WINTER 
(occurs between 20th to 23rd of Dezember) 

7 THINGS TO GET YOU EXCITED FOR THE SWISS WINTER 

At the top of Saas-Fee's Metro Alpin cableway, buried into the Fee Glacier at an altitude of 3,500 metres, is the chill~ 

warren of the Ice Pavilion. Completely revamped this year, the grotto tells the tale of the glacier. 

There's a timeline to show how old the ice is (some of it predates Jesus); a model of a mountain rescue; and a 

viewing platform that overlooks the basin of 4,000-metre summits that encircles Saas-Fee. The undoubted - if 

slightly terrifying - highlight is an avalanche simulation with lighting effects, shockwaves and all. 

"Avalanches are dangers that can occur on glaciers. As the Ice Pavilion is also intended to be educational, we 

wanted to raise awareness of this issue;· explains Claudine Perrothon from the tourist office. 

Entrance costs ten francs or free with the Citizens' Pass. More info: saas-fee.ch 

Sleep in an island igloo 

There's nothing more magical than spending a winter's night high in the mountains. With that in mind, bed down in 

lglu Dorf's new Igloo Hotel - its fifth in Switzerland - on the Stockham, high above Thun. 

Set on the Hinterstockensee lake, the hotel is part of the Igloo Village, a secluded winter wonderland with plenty of 

creature comforts. There is a bar and fondue restaurant, as well as wellness in the shape of a whirlpool, and even 

icy art - the theme this year is 'knights and forts'. Room, or 'igloo', categories range from romantic to family, but the 

best option is the 'island igloo', secreted away in the middle of the lake. 

Prices from 159 francs per person per night including breakfast. More info: iglu-dorf .com 


